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INTRODUCTION 
In [19], M. Suzuki characterizes the simple even-dimensional orthogonal 
groups over GF(2m) for m > 1, by means of the centralizer of an involution. 
(The odd-dimensional groups 9sn+1(2m) are isomorphic to SP,,(~~), and so are 
not considered in the analysis). The remaining groups over GF(2) are treated 
in this paper, and different methods are required; one reason is that in Chevalley 
groups over GF(2), the diagonal subgroup is trivial. 
A more natural context for discussion of these groups is that of the “large 
extra-special subgroup” problem, for in them we see that the centralizer of 
a 2-central involution has an extra-special 2-group as its generalized Fitting 
subgroup. In a major work [23], T immesfeld has shown that a group satisfying 
this general hypothesis must exhibit one of several very specific configurations. 
Our main theorem shows that one of these situations leads uniquely to the ortho- 
gonal groups: 
THEOREM. Suppose z is an involution of the jinite group G where G = 02(G), 
and M = C,(z) satisjies: 
(1) F*(M) is an extra-special 2-group of even width n > 4. 
(2) M/F*(M) z S, x QnE(2) or S, x On6(2) where E = + OY -. 
Then either (a) z E Z*(G), or (b) G s Q’,+,(2). 
Remarks. The case S, x OaE(2) does not actually arise inside the simple 
group Q:+,(2), but rather in O’,+,(2). W e include the extra possibility in our 
hypothesis because it appears in the conclusion of Timmesfeld’s main theorem. 
We begin our analysis at n = 4, since for n = 2 the groups are already handled 
by the work of Gorenstein-Harada [7]. (Compare [l, (4.6)]). Note we have 
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O(M/F*(M)) # 1; some results of Timmesfeld we use are based on earlier 
work of Thompson [20]. 
The proof proceeds on the following outline: 
Section 1: Preliminaries. 
Section 2: Determine xc n F*(M), using results of Timmesfeld. 
Section 3: Determine zG n M, using results of Section 2. 
Section 4: Using Section 3, show zG is a class of {3,4}+-transpositions. 
Then we may identify the orthogonal groups by means of Timmesfeld’s 
earlier work [21]. 
In the remainder of the Introduction, we will discuss the general large extra- 
special subgroup problem. The history and significance of the problem are 
described in the introduction to Timmesfeld’s paper [23]. We focus instead on 
the solution of the problem. If n is the width of the extra-special group, then the 
cases left after Timmesfeld’s main theorem, slightly re-arranged, are: 
(i) n < 4 (various sporadic groups should arise here). 
(ii) n = 6 (the sporadic groups J4 and F,& should arise here). 
(iii) the case shown by this paper to lead to orthogonal groups. 
(iv) n = 10, 16, 28 (these should lead to 2E,s(2), Es(2), E,(2), E,(2)). 
(v) n = 11, 12 (these should lead to sporadic groups F, , FJ. 
Recent work of several authors has completed analysis of these possibilities. 
We remark that it is useful to have this paper’s characterization of the orthogonal 
groups of (iii) available for many of the other cases. The Lie-type groups of 
(iv) are determined in [16]; an independent characterization of 2Es(2) and E,(2) 
is obtained by Reifart in [ 11, 121. The small-width cases of (i) and (ii) are handled 
in [17]. Finally an argument of Reifart-Stroth deals with case (v). 
Certain arguments of this paper re-appear with only superficial modifications 
in the subsequent papers [ 16, 171. When possible, we axiomatize such arguments 
here, so that they need not be reproduced in full in the later work. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. Basic notation is standard, as in Gorenstein [6]. The terminology 
of F*(G), E(G) appears in Bender [3]. As in Glauberman [5], Z*(G) denotes 
the pre-image in G of Z(G/O(G)). F or involutions in orthogonal groups, we 
follow Aschbacher-Seitz [2], which is in turn based on Suzuki [18]. Some 
additional notation to be introduced follows the analysis of Timmesfeld in 
[23]. In particular, set: 
M = C(z), 
Q = F*(M). 
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If x = x9 (for someg E G), it is convenient to use a subscript x (rather than a 
superscript g) to denote conjugates of these subgroups, as in: 
MC?? for Mg = C(x), 
QZ for F*(M,) = Ii’*( 
We also adopt two general bar conventions (to hold except when occasionally 
specified otherwise), namely: 
h?i = M/(x), 
&!i = M/Q. 
(A tilde between groups or elements indicates conjugacy). 
The ideas of Timmesfeld in [23] are of fundamental importance for this work. 
We will be referring to more intermediate results than we can afford to repro- 
duce here; so we adopt the convention that an expression like T(4.5) will be 
a reference to the result (4.5) in Timmesfeld [23]. 
The first few results of this section are also useful in the situations of [16, 171; 
so we will prove them first in an axiomatic framework for general use, and then 
check back to see that the hypotheses of this paper satisfy the axioms. 
We will always be assuming a large extra-special subgroup: 
General Hypothesis G is a finite group with involution z and M = C(z). 
Q = F*(M) is an extra-special 2-group of width n 3 2. G = 02(G). 
Additional hypotheses will vary from situation to situation. We will always 
be trying to establish a result of the form: 
Genera2 Conjecture Then either (a) z E Z*(G) or (b) F*(G) is a simple group 
in a list 9. 
The first result is a standard one for this situation: 
(1.1) (a) C(Q) = (z). Thus @isfaithful on Q. 
(b) CM(g) = Q. So m isfaithful on &. 
(c) j G I2 = 1 M 12, and(z) is the center ofa Sylow 2-group of G. 
Proof. We get (a) since C(Q) < C(z) = M, and Q = F*(M) with (a) = 
Z(Q). Now if S E Syl,(M), we get (z) = Z(S) from (a); thus N(S) < M so that 
SE Syl,(G), proving (c). Also C,(Q) < O,(M), which is trivial since 
Q = F*(M); and (b) is proved. 
(1.2) We may assume z @Z*(G) and .zG n M # {z}. 
Proof. I f  zG n M = {z>, then Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [5] shows 
z E Z*(G). But then we would have case (a) of the General Conjecture. 
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The following fact will be used frequently: 
(1.3) If x E xc - {z> then Q n Qz is elementary. 
Proof. @(Q n QJ < CD(Q) n @(QJ = (z) n (x) = 1. 
(1.4) We may assume O(G) = 1 and even Z*(G) = 1. 
Proof. Notice Q = F*(M) forces O(G) n M = 1, so that z inverts O(G). 
It follows that [a, G] < C(O(G)). H owever, by (1.2) we can find x E zG n 
M - {z}, and we get z E [x, Q]: if x E Q, this is clear; if x IQ, we use (1.1)(b). 
Thus z E [x, G] and x centralizes O(G) also. This forces O(G) = 1. Now since 
we assumed z 6 Z*(G), (1.1) (a) forces Z*(G) = 1. 
It will be helpful for the reader to recall that the canonical examples of simple 
groups with large extra-special subgroups are the infinite families L,(2), U,(2), 
sZ,c(2). Each of these is characterized (along with a few more or less accidentally- 
occurring groups) by special features which we will describe as they arise in our 
argument. First: the unitary groups have the property that x is weakly closed in 
Q. So we can use work of F. Smith-Aschbacher to improve (1.2) to: 
(1.5) Suppose E? g U,(2) or Sp,(2) ( w en h n = 4). Then we may assume 
xc n Q # (z}. 
Proof. Suppose zG n Q = {z}. We obtained O(G) = 1, and we may apply 
Theorem 1.3 of F. Smith [14] which extends the result of Aschbacher [l]. 
Since n > 2 and z $2*(G) we could only get x EF*(G) z Co.2 (with n = 4) 
or U,+,(2). By assumption G = 02(G) we get G = F*(G), and so m E Sps(2) 
or U,(2) respectively. This gives (1.5). 
Remark. We could also use Timmesfeld [22, Corollary C] to investigate the 
case zG n M < Q. However, it is not usually very relevant to do so. 
We get another standard result, dealing with the conjugates of z described 
in (1.5). 
(1.6) (a) LetaEzGnM-{(z}. TkenaEQ#xEQ,. 
(b) Suppose a E xc n Q - {z}. Then a N az N x in N((a, z)). Further- 
more: m(Q n Qa) < n + 1 and Qa n M is elementary of rank >n - 1. 
Proof. The statements in (a) and the first part of (b) appear in Aschbacher 
[ 1, Lemma 21. Now in (b), Q n Qa is elementary by (1.3) and so of rank at most 
n + 1 (as Q has width n). But Co(a) = Q n M, has order 22n, and by conjugacy 
in N((a, x)) so does C,.(z) = Qa n M. As a EQ n Qa we see Qa n M is 
elementary of rank >n - 1, as in (1.6). 
Some further expository remarks may be useful. The infinite family L,(2) 
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is essentially characterized by the condition that M acts reducibly on &. Our 
next step really gets the linear groups out of the way: 
(1.7) Assume (1.5) and also ii;i: $ L,(2). Then we may assume M acts irre- 
ducibly on &. 
Proof. Our group G is fusion-simple by assumption G = OS(G) and (1.4). 
If m acts reducibly on &, we may apply the result of Dempwolff-S. K. Wong [4] 
to conclude x EF*(G) E L,+,(2), or in case n = 3 possibly Mz4 or He. From 
G = 02(G) we get G = F*(G), and we see that &? g L,(2) in each case. This 
establishes (1.7). 
Now in order to apply the work of Timmesfeld, we must get G simple. We 
may obtain this by what is essentially a single argument for the present case 
as well as [16, 171. We separate off the case n < 6 in case (a) of the next result; 
the hypothesis (b) for the other cases will seem a little mysterious-it seems 
necessary in order to avoid a complication when O(z) # 1. 
(1.8) Assume (1.7) and suppose also either (a) or (b) below holds: 
(a) n < 6 
(b) For each a E zG n Q - {z> and L = Q,, n M, the quotient &!/(I?*) 
is generated by its 2-elements. 
Then we may assume G is simple. 
Proof. By (1.1) (c) and O(G) = 1, we see that Z = (zG) is the unique mini- 
mal normal subgroup of G. By the Frattini argument, we have G = Z . N(S) 
where S E Syl,(Z), and we can take S < M by (1.1) (c). By (1.5) and (1.7) we 
get Q < Z, so that (z) = Z(S) by (1.1) (a). Thus N(S) < M, and G = Z . M. 
Since G $ C(z) we see Z is not a 2-group, and so O,(G) = 1. Also irreducible 
action of M on & shows Z is a single simple group, so Z = F*(G). In particular, 
Z = 02(Z). Furthermore C,(x) g M forces Q = F*(C,(z)). Suppose we have 
situation (1.8) (a), as in [17], where n < 6 is in fact the only assumption beyond 
the General Hypothesis. Thus if Z < G we may apply induction on 1 G 1 to 
conclude F*(Z) = Z = F*(G) is in the list of the conclusion of [17]. Hence we 
may as well assume Z = G is simple. Suppose instead we are in situation 
’ (1.8) (b). By (1.5) we get groups like z of rank &z - 1, and Q < Z forces the 
pre-image of (Ez) to fall into Z. Further 02(G) = G with G = Z * M puts 
a Sylow 2-group of M mto Z; and the assumption about generation finally 
forces M into Z, so that G = Z. Thus (1.8) is established. 
Now we have, with minor effort, reduced to the case G is simple, which is 
assumed in Timmesfeld’s paper. We can now make direct use of his results. 
Many of these deal with fusion of z in Q, and we will be useful for Section 2 
still to come. 
481/62/r-4 
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Notation. Let a be a fixed element of zG n Q - {z}, as provided by (1.5). 
LetL =QZanM. 
(1.9) Assume (1.8) andalso MC& 5&-(2), G,+(2) (when n = 3,4, respectiwely). 
Then we may assume no involution of .@ ;f of type a2 on &. 
Proof. I f  there is such an a2, we may apply T(12.16). The possibilities not 
eliminated up to (1.8) are G s Sz (with n = 3 and A4 g fiR,-(2)) and n = 4 
with icil g Q,+(2). Thus (1.9) is established. We note that the width-4 case is 
shown by Patterson in his thesis [lo] to lead uniquely to G E Co.1. 
The absence of such involutions in L provides immediate corollaries: 
(1.10) Assume (1.9). Then: 
(a) C&Q = W 
(b) E is weakly closed in Nn(L). 
(c) M controls the G-fusion of elements of Q - (z). 
(d) Equality holds in (1.6) (b), that is: 1 Q n Qa 1 = 2n+1 and 1 z 1 = 2”-l. 
(e) Q is extra special of +-type (that is, & has Witt-index = +I). 
Proof. In view of (1.9), these follow from T(3.9), (3.11), (3.13). 
We now wish to avoid the special cases that lead to 3D,(2) and Thompson’s 
group F3 . 
(1 .I 1) Assume (1.9) and also when n = 4 that (J?) C$ L,(8) OY A, . Then 
E is not a T.I. set in M. 
Proof. I f  E is a T.I. set, we can apply T(4.2). The case m reducible on & 
is ruled out already, so we could only get the two cases given for (Efl) when 
n = 4. This establishes (1.11). 
Now it makes sense to intersect J? with conjugates. We set up the further 
apparatus of Timmesfeld for this purpose: 
Notation. 
t = some involution of .iZ# 
R = (JFh: i&P; hEi-@. 
(By(l.ll)choosettogeti7;>E.) 
P = (ii’;: t& hEJiT) 
m = C,(P). 
Remarks. The condition t EEL’ (which is abelian) gives 1’ < C(r). In fact 
we see R g C,(t). 
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We have arrived at a convenient place for some further expository discussion. 
The major technical result of Timmesfeld T(4.5) sharply restricts the above 
situation. The assertion is: 
R/N E one of L,(P) or Sp,,( P) or L&,(P) (m 3 2); 
(including also Sp4(P)’ g A,) 
and LN/N = O,(Cm(a”)). 
Use of this result in the subsequent sections of [23] proves in fact a good deal 
more than the main theorem of that paper. We now discuss informally some of 
this further analysis. At the outset, we note that there may be various different 
M-classes of involutions represented in E. An obvious candidate, which 
we study carefully in later sections, is choice of pre-image t in zG n (M - Q); 
we shall say in this case that i if of characteristic type, for reasons which will 
emerge. In the cases (i) (ii) (iv)(v) of the Introduction, one finds that the charac- 
teristic-type t is 2-central in M. For instance in the group E,(2) with n = 10 
and M E L,(2) we find N extraspecial of width 4 and R/N E Q,+(P). In the 
orthogonal situation of this paper, we will discover that there are two possibilities 
(this is unusual) for characteristic type. The group P, for t of characteristic 
type, usually turns out to be z. Of course, there are possibilities for t 
other than characteristic type-but Timmesfeld’s argument shows usually that 
all % of non-characteristic type give rise to R/N z L,(P) for various m. So the 
different groups R,/N, as t varies over z# do not give a random assortment of 
possibilities from T(4.5); but one or two characteristic types, with all the rest 
usually linear groups. 
The following fact is implicit in Timmesfeld’s work. It will be useful when we 
wish to determine ,zG n Q: 
(1.12) -4ssume (1.11) and R > iZ with m > (t). Then En fl > (t}. 
Proof. In view of T(4.7), (6.4), (6.5), we see N > (t) forces E n IV > (i), 
except possibly in cases R/N z L,(2), or R/N z A, with N,, a N and 
R/N, gx 3A, . In the latter case, 1 n N = (t) with 1 LNjN 1 = 22 would 
force 1 E / = 23, and then n = 4 by (1.10) (d). Now from T(4.5) we know 
P = [Q, t] has rank 4, with elementary pre-image V, so that t has type a4 
on Q. However, we have also M < O,+(2) by (1.10) (e), and the centralizer 
of an element of type a4 has no section like 32,) by Aschbacher-Seitz [2, 
Sect. 81. In the other case R/N g L,(2), we see by T(6.6) that m < i&n; so 
-- - 
with j LNjN 1 = 2m-1 by T(4.5) we see 1 E n m / > 22 even in case n = 4. 
So (1.12) is proved. 
After determining the location of the various possible a” of zc n Q, we will try 
to determine which t are of characteristic type; that is, which involution-cosets 
of M contain elements of zG n (M - Q). The next few results will be helpful 
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for that problem; notice that they do not depend on any further hypothesis 
on M. 
Given an involution x: of M with x # 1, we will wish to know “Suzuki 
type” of x acting on &. This terminology is explained in Aschbacher-Seitz [2], 
and an extension to action on Q can be found in F. Smith [ 14, (2.5)] or Aschbacher 
[ll, (4.5)]. Some facts we will often use are: % has type a,< (for some k) on Q 
if f  [Q, L-C] is elementary i f f  [Q, X] < Co(x) i f f  x +to,,jxz. 
The following lemma of Timmesfeld is often useful: 
(1 .I 3) Let x be an involution of M - Q satisfying one of: 
(4 x +O xx 
(b) z has type a,, or c, on s. 
Then xhf n xQ C x0 u (xz)Q, and / CM(X): C,(x) j < 2. 
Proof. In case (a), this is just T(3.2). In case (b), [Q, x] must be a maximal 
abelian subgroup of Q, so that involutions of xQ are Q-conjugate to x or XZ. 
The assertions follow. 
In the remaining lemmas we assume further that x E zc n (M - Q). We will 
be particularly interested in studying the group Q n Qz . 
Notation. Set K, = Co(x) and K, = Coin). Notice K, n K, = Q n Qz . 
(1.14) W,, &I <Q nQe and G,K < C(Q nQz). 
Proof. This says first [QZ n M, Q n MJ < Q n Q2: ; and then [QZ n M, 
Q n Q,J < (x) n Q = 1 since x $8. (Argue similarly for Q n n/r, , using 
z $QZ by (1.6) (a)). So (1.14) holds. 
We will be studying also the group KZ G KS/Q n Q2 . The following result 
taken from F. Smith [14] helps in dealing with a pathological case: 
(1.15) Suppose Q n Qr = 1. Then K, . K, = K, x K, is elementary. 
In particular if n is even, 5 has type a, or c, on &. 
Proof. See [14, (3.2) and (3.3)]. 0 rice we know K, = Co(x) is elementary 
with n even, we see with the methods of [14, (2.5)] that we must have [Q, 5-J 
of rank n. and so K has type a, or c, . This proves (1.15). 
When the situation of (1.15) does not arise, the next result assumes 
considerable importance. It is based on arguments of F. Smith in [14, Sect. 31. 
(A similar idea, in a particular case, appears in T( 11.3)-(11.4)). 
We set / = Cto,,j(x). We see as in [14, (2.5)] that if x +o xz or x has type 
b or c on &, that J = Z(C,(x)), so Q A QZ < J. Even if f  has type a but 
x -Q xx, we get ) Q n QZ : J n Qz 1 < 2. The following restricts J n Qz to at 
most two G-classes of involutions: 
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(1.16) (JnQz)*CzG Up. 
Proof. Fix y  E (J n Qe).# Since y  E [Q, x] we know there is c EQ with, 
with [x, c] = y  or yz. If  we have [x, c] = y  then xc = xy, so that y  “Q, xy -C 
x N z, as desired. So we assume [x, c] = yz and xc = vz. Since y  E Qz but 
ZEM%-QZ, we get also yz E Mz - Qe . I f  yz wQ, X( yz) we have y  -o 
yz No, xyz = xc - z, a sdesired. So we assume instead that yz 7LQ, xyz. As 
we noted just before the lemma, this forces Qx n QVz < [Qz , yz]. But notice 
that x E QVz , so that y  lies in QUz as well as Qe . We see as above that yz is con- 
jugate in Qr to one of {( yz) y  = x, ( yz) yx = X.X>. Since y  -o yz, these are 
the two possibilities allowed in (1.16). 
This concludes the discussion of preliminary results in a general context. 
From now on we assume the particular hypotheses of our main theorem on 
orthogonal groups. We may wish to use induction on 1 G 1 and width n. 
Our basic assumption in addition to the General Hypothesis is that ME 
S, x C&<(2) or S, x 0,32), where n is even 34. We let s, ,g, denote the 
obvious subgroups of M. We write 0, if we wish to include a full complement 
to s3; at worst 1 0, : Dti j = 2. (I n case n = 4, with Q2,+(2) z S, x S, , 
there might be some choice in the notation). We go back and verify that our 
present hypothesis delivers the results (1 .l)-( 1.11). 
Our assumption O(m) # 1 gives us the extra conditions for (1.5) and (1.7). 
For (1.8), we notice that the groups E are elementary of rank >n - 1 and so 
must intersect 0, . When n = 4, L is of index at most 2 in a Sylow group of 
L?, x a4 , and it follows that (EM) contains & x J??, , leaving at most a quotient 
of order 2 in &?. When n > 4, z must intersect E(M) = Dn and so (Em’: > g,, . 
The quotient is 2-nilpotent, and generated by its 2-elements, as required. 
Thus we get G simple by (1.8). Also (1.9) follows easily. We also get (1 .I l), 
since as noted above for n = 4 the group (EM> contains a normal subgroup 
r.R,*(2) and thus cannot be L,(8) or A,. Thus all the preliminary results 
through (1.16) are available. 
This completes the work of Section 1. 
2. FUSION OF z IN Q 
We must distinguish, for involutions t of Dn , between Suzuki type as an 
element of Q, , and type of action on & (hence, as an element of O&(2)). Thus 
we may write t E a&J or t E a,(&) as necessary. 
Now with 2, E, t as in Section 1, we wish to describe the possibilities for R/N: 
(2.1) If i? > L only the following cases arise for R/N: 
(i) t E s, with m = (t) and E = (t) x (e n &). FurthermoreE n a,, = 
w-G,(a 
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(ii) t E ~~(0~) and R/N g 4+(2). Here m is extraspecial of width n - 4. 
(If n = 4, this reduces to case (i)). 
(iii) R/N g L,(2) = S, w he re either t E c,@,J with ni’ = E n QL , OY 
i = sti for s E S,# and u E a2(a,J with N as in (ii). 
Proof. Suppose first we can find t with N = (t). Then we may apply 
T(7.6). Since in case n = 4, A, is not a subquotient of &? < s, x oa , we see 
that R/N s Q2,*(2). Thus th e only possibility inside s, x 0% is R/N g D, , 
iES,, i?=(i) XI&. Now T(4.5) shows z n 0, consists of involutions 
of types ua(D,J and cZ(Qn). If  instead we chose t E .,(an), we see three conjugates 
of E n D,, in 0, which contain t, and 9 such conjugates of L in m, so R/N s 
Qa+(2). Structure of m follows, as in case (2.1) (ii); and also we get the structure 
of R/N when t = SP for s” E ,!?a# and ii E al(DJ. Finally if t E cs(gJ we see 
z n D,L is weakly closed in Con(t), and then R/N is essentially the & outside 
a,& with N = E n if?,, . (If t = SZ~ for 3 E S, and B E cZ(a& we get fi = L). 
Thus to prove (2.1) it suffices to find any t with g = (i). 
We do this first in the special cases n = 4, 6. Here we observe that ,? has 
rank II - 1, and the group 0, has 2-rank n - 2. Since for these values of n 
the elementary groups in 0, of rank n - 2 are self-centralizing, we must be 
able to choose t EL n C(J?~), and so in s, . But then clearly R/N z on and 
fl = (t>. Thus we may assume n 3 8; we have L n m > (t) using (1.12). 
Now from T( 13.9) we may assume R/N g J&+(2) does not occur, since it would 
force N = (t), a contradiction. Furthermore by T(11.9), not every non-trivial 
R/N is linear. Consequently we may apply T(14.6) to concludeF*(m) is simple. 
But this contradicts our assumption that O(m) f  1. So (2.1) is established. 
Notation. In view of (2.1) (i), we now fix t EL+ n S, . 
We import from Timmesfeld’s paper some basic information about action 
of M on 0. 
(2.2) (a) Thepre-image V of V . 1 zs e ementary of order 2n+1. So Co(V) = V. 
(b) p is the natural module for J=& , and (i) . 8, = NM(~). 
(c) The map A: ?P - [5, tl is an a,-module isomorphism of Q/V with p. 
(d) The scalar product on P preserved by 8, is de$ned as follows: For any 
5 E p choose _x E X-l(Z) (so [& t] = 2). Then (2, y) = 0 (OY 1) as [g, y] = 1 
(OY z). 
(e) The conjugates aR are the non-zero singular vectors of l”i. 
Proof. We get (a) from T(4.1), as observed in T(4.5). Now with Co(V) = V, 
the other assertions follow from the proof of T(4.5). In particular if we have 
0, > 0, we see 0, acts on C&t) = p. This gives (Q 6, = NB( p) since 
by (1.7) (irreducibility) Ca(O(jV)) = 1. 
Remarks. We see now that the group a, acts on 0 as on a sum of two natural 
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modules. One implication is that for any f E 0, , [&, f] has even rank. Since 
for x 6 0, we observe I[&, 5J ( = 2”, it follows that involutions of M have types 
a or c on &, so that n < C?(Q). Indeed M is a smallish part of sZ(&); only the 
presence of the group s, distinguishes us from the “reducible” situation con- 
sidered in (1.7). In fact we have: 
(2.3) We may write & = LV X @, a decomposition into two natural modules 
for 0, , where P = C&t‘) is a natural diagonal (66’: G E @}. Further, the group 
& permutes the modules (m, m’, P} in the natural way. 
Proof. Let R = O(Ss) (=0(a) except for n = 4+). If ff; = (R) we may 
take l@ = p’ so that @‘li = v”. Thus the statements about action of s, on 
the set {@, fir, a> follow. Also as 0, centralizes all three involutions of s, , 
it normalizes each of the modules since they are the centralizers in & of the 
involutions of Ss ; conjugation by k or K2 gives the module isomorphisms. 
Of course the modules are distinct by (2.2) (b); also irreducibility forces 
P n @’ = 1 and so by conjugation pairwise intersections are trivial. So by 
order $ = m = l% with v = {v”B”: v” E l@}. And (2.3) is proved. 
Remark. (2.3) shows that s, x Q, has the action on & that occurs in the 
relevant centralizer in G,,(2). W e continue to carry along the possibility that 
0% > 0, ; but this case would not cause any unwanted fusion. Our choice of 
@in (2.3) facilitates working with the scalar product on P: 
(2.4) Let 5, ZZ E p; with v” = ~7%’ and ZZ = j@ for x”, y E I%‘. Then (a, 75) = 0 
(or 1) us [x, yt] = 1 (or z). 
Proof. Observe that y has the property [Y’P, t] = $3” = 6. Also fl’g Q/V 
by the map 9’ + Y’P. So we can choose yt for the element w as in (2.2) (d). 
Then (5,rZ) = 0 or 1 as [w, w] = [xx~, yt] = [x, yt] = 1 or x. (Here we used 
the fact that [9, yt] = 1 since Wt is elementary by (2.2) (a).) So (2.4) holds. 
Now to describe the fusion pattern we introduce: 
Notation. S, , Sit, Se = the pre-images of singular vectors in l@, mr, 8. 
Ni , N1t, N,, = pre-images of non-singular vectors of these spaces. 
Then the basic result of this section is: 
(2.5) zG n Q = (z} u S, u Sit v  So . 
Proof. By (1.10) (c),G= 8. By (2.2) (e), (? E $,, ; and the full H-orbit 
ofcZisS,US,iV$. 
We may go on to describe the other classes in Q; showing in fact that G-fusion 
in Q follows the pattern of Q’,+,(2). 
(2.6) (a) Let ZEN. ThenxGnQ = N,uNltuN,,. 
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(b) Q meets two classes of elements of order 4, represented by xyt with: 
(X”,j:E~~;;~~l)and(~,jE1Cf,;f4y”l). 
Q meets two further involution classes, represented by xyt with: 
(c) x”,j%S~;j%X”L-((X”). 
In case n = 4+ and od = D, only, this “class” actually splits into two classes. 
(d) x”~&,~~~,nP. 
Notation. By anticipation, we call the classes in (a), (c), (d) by the names 
C’s , A, , C, , respectively. 
Proof. We may check that the quotient Ss x 0, in (2.3) has 6 orbits 
(7 when 71 = 4f and Od = ad) on &x; they may be represented by elements 
zyt with I, jj E m, and the possibilities correspond to the nature of the subspace 
(2, 9) of I@. The cases in 1 dimension (x” = j) are (2.5) and (2.6) (a). Degenerate 
planes without and with (respectively) non-singular vectors appear in (2.6) (c), 
(6); and note for n = 4+ and oa = a, , we actually have two orbits of the former 
type. Non-degenerate planes of types + and - (respectively) appear in (2.6) (b). 
These last are the 4-elements by (2.4). 
Remark. Of course, we show finally that G = L?,+,(2) with zG = a,(G). 
It turns out that the classes of (2.6) (a), (c), (d) are types ca , a4 , c, (respectively). 
In case 11 = 4+, allocation of the names depended on choice of complement od ; 
the ambiguity reflects the fact that the three classes in (2.6) (a) and (c) are per- 
muted by a 3-element in Out(L$+(2)). 
Finally we turn to the group Q n Qa of (1.10) (d). It is elementary of rank 
n + 1, but differs slightly from the group V of the same rank. It will be useful 
later to see exactly how they fit together. 
(2.7) Let CT = E’for suitable d E 3, . Then= = (zEi: @ E @) x (6). 
Proof. If t’ is an involution of Ss other than i, then we see as in (2.1) that 
- -p - -i’ 
(L, L )/(O,(L, L )) is just our quotient S, . By T(4.3) we have at’ EQ~ , so 
certainly (a, 5’) < K, and m 6 7. We know also that [Qa n AZ, 
Qa n Q] < QA = (a), so that [E, G < (9). In view of action of t on 
& in (2.3), this forces E< (r, a). 
Now order considerations, along with commutation relations in (2.4), show 
that E is as described in (2.7). 
Now that we know the action of ii!? on &, we wish to show the group M itself 
has the structure of the involution centralizer in the larger orthogonal group, 
by showing we have a semi-direct product M = Q(Ss x 0,) for suitable sub- 
groups S, and O,, . 
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(2.8) The extension of Q by M IS split. 
Proof. Let K be a subgroup of order 3 such that R = O(SJ (in case rr = 4+ 
we have various fixed-point-free elements to choose from). Then by the Frattini 
argument, z = NdR) = N,(K), and it follows that Nz) is a group 
Sa x 6, for suitable complements S, and 0, . The group & automatically 
splits over (z); to obtain splitting of 0, over (z), we make an argument involving 
the group E already considered. For if a” = v”Br for 5 E %‘, then in view of (2.4) 
and (2.7) we may form the group Y? = (a) x (P}‘, where P is a complement 
to (a) in + (all inside w). Then a pre-image X is elementary of order 2” 
and satisfies X n Qa = (z). I f  we interchange the roles of a and 2: (as we many, 
by (1.6) (b)) then X becomes an elementary group L of order 2” in iVI, with 
L n Q = (z), so that L maps onto the group z as above; and alsoz is elementary 
of order 2+r. 
Now since L is elementary, we see the group 0, splits over (z), since in a 
non-split extension (which might in view of [lo] occur for n = 4 or 6) a pre- 
image of z n 0, would not be elementary. Thus (2.8) is proved. 
Remark. In [16] we give a method for showing that the extension is split 
in general Chevalley groups over GF(2). Th is involves computing the centralizer 
in G of a suitable 3-element 8, which would in the present case be in O(M). 
But here we would not automatically get the F*-extraspecial condition in C,(0), 
so we could not apply induction. We could apply induction on 71 to C,(g) for 
0 chosen suitably in 0, , but there are tedious complications in case of width 
n = 4 or 6. 
The work of Section 2 is complete. 
3. FUSION OF x IN M 
In view of the splitting result (2.8), we may now write R = S, x a,, 
where these are the images of the corresponding subgroups of a complement to Q 
in M. We wish to study the location of conjugates of z in M - Q, and so we make 
an initial study of involution-cosets J of ii?? (where x is in M - Q). 
(3.1) (a) Letf= TV&. Thenzhastypea,on&,andx+xz. 
(b) Let f = % with t E s,# and ii E a%#. If P has type a in 8, , then the 
assertions of (a) hold. If however c has type b or c in 0, , then x has type c, on &. 
(c) If f is of type k in 0, , then f has type azk on &. 
Proof. For K = i with t E S, we saw already that V = [Q, t] is elementary 
or order 2n+1, so that t has type a, and t +o tx. Furthermore, any involution 
x of tQ is a Q-conjugate of t or tx, so we get x +o xx. Now let f f  = EC. Clearly 
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[Q, %] = {Z(‘(a”): B E I@]. Now if u has type a we always get 6” E @, so we see 
by (2.4) that [Q, X] is elementary of order 2n+1, just as in case (a); if not, (2.4) 
shows that there are 4-elements in [Q, x], so K must have type c, . Finally let 
iFEOn; we may choose a pre-image x E 0, . Since x is centralized by the 
3-element 0 of Sa , we see we must have= = Co(%), so that x has type a. 
For this x E 0, we also have x +o xx, but this may fail for other involutions 
in the coset xQ. So (3.1) is proved. 
We will now be able to determine where the conjugates of z lie. We assume 
henceforth that x E sG n (M - Q). First, a technical lemma. 
(3.2) Suppose a E zG n Qz (so &!~EE, = Qa n M). Then / Q n Q. n Qa 1 3 2s, 
and x and z are interchanged by an involution of Ma/Qa . Furthermore x + xz 
and xG n xQ = xQ. 
Proof. For notational convenience, we let c, d, x play the roles of X, Z, a. 
We refer to (2.7). The condition c E Md - Qd means (if we choose t, m, suitably) 
we have either c”, do I?’ with (r$ P, or c” E m with d E (P)r - {c”}. We see that 
1 Qe n Q, n Q / > 2+i or 23, using (2.7). Furthermore, we can find an 
involution switching c” and d Notice also that the coset c”& in either case, 
is not as in (2.5); and thus cd is not conjugate to c (that is, to x). Returning 
to X, Z, a, we have x +o XZ, which forces .xG n xQ = xQ by (1.13). So (3.2) 
is proved. 
Remark. In determining further fusion of Z, we will use the restriction (1.16) 
heavily. Recall that in the orthogonal group of the conclusion, Q n QZ meets in 
addition to sG only the class ca or a4 (as x E sa or x E aZ(a,J). These classes are 
described for our purposes in (2.6). 
(3.3) Weget x E yQ where either y  E S, OY y  E a,(O,). In either case Q n Qz = 
[Q, x] with zG n Q n Q, # 4 and x E yQ as in (3.2). 
Proof. (i) We consider first the case X$ On , so let 5 = tii with TV s,# 
and U E 0, (possibly u = 1). Suppose here we had Q n QZ = 1. Then using 
(3.1) and (1.15) we see the group KZ n 0, of rank at least n - 1 must centralize 
the group & of index at most 2 in [Q, X] = {c(@)‘: d E m. Now EZ n on 
acts separately on m, I@I”. But 0, does not possess a subgroup of order 2’+l 
consisting entirely of transvections, a contradiction. So Q n Q. # 1. 
Now we get (Q n QJ# 2 xc u (xx)~ from (1.16) and the remark before it 
(using (3.1) to describe x). We claim next that sG n Q n Qs # c$. In case 
u has type b or c in O,, , we get x wQ xz from (3.1) so (Q n QJ# meets only this 
class. Otherwise, we note by (1.13) that 1 Co,(%): Co”(x)1 < 2. If  Z? # 1 is of 
type a in 0, , the action of C,(x) gives [%‘, S] as unique minimal submodule 
of l@, and this forces Q n Q, to contain {bv”‘: d E [w, in]}; the pre-images of these 
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are conjugates of z by (2.5). I f  u = 1, the same argument works a fortiori, 
since C,“(X) is of index at most 2 in 0, , and so is irreducible on all of P. 
Thus we may apply (3.2). A ssume first I # 1, so E has type a2 or cs in 0, 
(since u EL, for suitable a). Then the condition 1 Q n Qz 1 > 23 together with 
- 
action of Con(~) (using (1.13), as before) forces Q n Qz to contain a subgroup 
of index at most 2 in { rv”: v” E C&U)}. When u has type ca , we have x N xz 
as before; but we see that Q n Qe also meets the class of (2.6) (a), contradicting 
(1.16). Suppose instead f  has type a2 . Then by conjugacy in (3.2) we see K, 
has rank n + 1 just as K, does. From actions(x) we might have Q n Q2: of 
rank iz - 2 or n. In the latter case we see Q n Qz = [&, T] meets the classes 
of (2.6) (a) (b) as well as zG, contradicting (1.16). I f  m(Q n Q,J = n - 2 (which 
is already ruled out for n = 4 by 1 Q n Qz 1 3 23) we would get KS n 0, 
or order 2” normal in CoI(x); but when n > 6, the centralizer in O,, of an 
element of type us has no such normal subgroup, a contradiction.- 
Thus we have E = 1, so x = i E s, . Here action of C,(x) forces Q n Q. = v. 
Thus s ho t or tz. So we can choose our complement S, to contain conjugates 
of I, and then zG n tQ = tQ. Thus (3.3) is established in this case. 
(ii) Now we turn to the case XE 0, . Here we may choose an involution 
y  E 0,, so that I = p; where in fact x = yq for p = 1 or q an involution of 
C,(y), since by (3.1) this y  E 0, can be chosen not to invert 4-elements of Q. 
We suppose first we can show Q n Q. # 1. We claim then that sG n Q n 
0.” G. For in case x +Q XZ, we see the element q must be in Z(C,( y)) = 
[Q, y], and then x is Q-conjugate to y  or yz. So using (1.13) we see action of C,(X) 
would force Q n Qm to contain a singular vector of [p, %I, except possibly when 
s is a transvection; and in that case, we would only have trouble if Q n Qz = (h‘: 
for the corresponding non-singular vector of P. But then action of a on Q, 
would have to exhibit the same configuration (the argument is symmetrical), 
so that 1 K,, 1 = 22n-1. We would get & of order 22n-z normal in Co,(x); 
but the centralizer in 0, of a transvection has no such normal subgroup, a 
contradiction. In the other case x N XX, the result will follow by (1.16) except 
if J n Q, == 1, which forces j Q n Qz 1 = 2 (since / Z(C,(x)): J j < 2). In 
particular we have x = yq for q E C,(y) - [Q, y], so y  has type k < in in 
0,, . We may argue symmetrically for action of x on Q, . Now in this case 
J -: [Q, X] < C,(X) = K, , and [I(, , K,] < Q n Qz by (1.14); and since 
J n Q, = 1 we get K, < C(J). I f  follows from the structure of involution 
centralizers in 0, that K, n 0, centralizes C&%)/p also. But again using (1.14) 
we see [K,p n 0, , Q, Co(x)] < J n Qs = 1. Then in fact i??% n 0, centralizes 
all of CO(~). Again referring to centralizer structure, we see Kz n 0, must be 
in the elementary group Z(O,(C$a))). But then R, is elementary; so K, is 
elementary since Ki < (x) < Q n Qc , and as in (1.15) this forces and x to 
have type n on &, whereas we saw it must have type 2k < n, a contradiction. 
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Thus we have .zG n Q n Qz # 0, and we may apply (3.2). In particular, 
% is of type a2 or c2 in 0, . We have 1 Q n Q2 1 3 23, and since x + xz we can 
apply (1.13): then as in part (i) above we see action of Con(x) forces x 
to be exactly [Q, %] = [m, 31 x [fir, 31. If  x has type c, , then [I$‘, %] contains 
non-singular vectors, so Q n Qr must meet classes in (2.6) (a) (b) as well as 
zG, contradicting (1.16). Thus 5 must have type a2 . Now the condition x + xz 
also means that with x = yq as above, we must have q E Z(C,( y)) = [Q, y] 
so x ho y  or yz. We claim our complement 0, may be chosen so as to contain 
conjugates of z. For in case n > 6, there will be a four-group of conjugates of 
xc in 0, , with at least one in any complement 0, . Then O,-conjugacy puts 
all involutions of a,(O,) in .zG, and yG n yQ = yQ describes the rest. I f  n = 4, 
there are no involutions of type a2 in ea to worry about; and if n = 4+ it is easy 
to re-choose a complement 0, to contain the conjugates of x. Thus if 
y  E a,(O,) n .zG with x = 7, we see x EYQ by (3.2). So (3.3) is established in this 
case-modulo showing Q n Qe # 1. (Notice also that Kz = Oa(Co,( y)), extra- 
special of width n - 4 when n > 4). 
(iii) Now we assume x E 0, , with Q n 8% = 1, and work for a contra- 
diction. In view of (I. 15), we have x of type m = $r in 0, . In particular we have 
[Q, x] elementary and x + xz . The argument will begin as in case (i) above, but 
is rather more elaborate. We give it in full for the case f  of type aJO,); the possi- 
bilities b m , c,,, can be handled similarly, at the cost of some added complication. 
Assuming now x has type a, we choose a symplectic basis of m, starting with 
the totally-singular subspace [@, x]. With respect to this basis, the matrix 
of x has to form: 
For convenience we deviate from the Suzuki form [2, (7.6)], choosing the basis 
so that the scalar product has the matrix: 
( 
0 Am 
Am 0 ) 
where A, is 
Then CO,(Z) has elementary normal 2-subgroup u given by matrices: 
1 1 
i-L 1 111 
where B is symmetric about the anti-diagonal and has zero entries on the anti- 
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diagonal. This subgroup u is complemented in Co,(%) by a subgroup isomorphic 
to Spm(2) given by: 
x 0 
( j 0 x with xTA,X = A,,, . 
By (1.13) such a symplectic section appears in C,(x). Notice that 0 has rank 
$m(m - 1). 
In the present case Kz n 0, has rank at least n = 2m, and is normal in C,(X) 
and so in C~(E); we see we can take 71 3 10. 
The subspace [I@, %] is totally singular and so by (2.5) its pre-image consists 
of conjugates of a. I f  a is one of these, then a E M, ; but x # Qa by our assumption 
Q n Q, = 1. Since we see already inside Q that [Qza , X] has rank at least $z + 1 
and meets a class in (2.6) (c) as well as zG, it follows that the relation of x to 
a is not as in cases (i), (ii) above; so we must have Q5 n Qa = 1 as well. We 
can also reverse the roles of x, z; we see then that suitable elements X’ of .& 
will centralize exactly [Q, z], so that i!& n 0, is generated by three distinguished 
subgroups of rank in + 1; whose elements must be of the general form described 
above, with submatrix B of rank m. However there are at most 2” distinct top 
rows for such matrices, so we could not have an additive group of order 2m+1 
of such matrices with only 0 being singular. This contradiction finally estab- 
lishes (3.3). 
Remark. Notice that in case n = 4-t, the classes in Q n Qz distinguish the 
cases i E s, and 5 E ~,(a,). But of course these classes are defined in terms of 
P, t which depended on choice of ss , o4 . 
(3.4) zG n M is a set of {3,4}+-transpositions. 
Proof. We notice that by (3.3) zG n Q(Ss x a,) has the pattern of the cen- 
tralizer in Q;+,(2). 
4. (3, 4}+-TRANSPOSITIONS 
Our study of the fusion of z also gives certain restrictions on the possibilities 
for 1 xy j where X, y  E zG and x $ MU. The complete determination in fact 
requires an indirect argument, using a recent result of F. Smith [15] and 
(independently) D. Holt [9] to guarantee that the usual graph on zG is connected. 
We show further that .zG n Mz n M, # 0 for each such pair x, y, so that we 
can apply (3.4) to x, y  E M, . We conclude by quoting Timmesfeld’s classi- 
fication [24]. 
One part of the search for {3,4}+-transpositions is direct, and not difficult: 
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(4.1) Let x,yEXG with 4[jxyI. Then lxyj=4 and a=(xy)“~z~. 
Further {a> = zG n Qm n Q, . 
Proof. Let D = (x, y) and D, = ( x, w) be a dihedral subgroup of order 8, 
with w joy, so w E zG also. Let a = (xw)~ be the involution of Z(D). Note 
that xw = xa and wx = wa. 
We assume by way of contradiction that a $ zG. Now a E Mz so xa E Mz 
also. Notice xa N x E zG means (xa) + (xa) x = a, so a E M, - Qz ; with the 
two possibilities of (3.3) for xu on Q. , yielding 1 Qz A Qa j = 2” or 2*. We see 
using (2.7) that I(xG n Qz n Q.J(x)I is equal to the odd number of singular 
vectors in the orthogonal space [Q. , xu]/(x). Now as w interchanges x and xa, 
it normalizes Q. n Qza ; and having order 2 must then fix some v  E xc n Qz n 
Qea . For notational convenience we use x for v  and choose t, I? as in Section 2. 
Thus we have w E M and x, xa E Q. If also w E Q, we get x”, = xz, whereas 
x” = xa by the above; but a = z contradicts our assumption a 6 zG. Thus 
we have one of the cases in (3.3) for w onQ. If w E Sa , then the condition x” = xa 
means we may take E = t with x E I@, %? = X”’ E @; so that a” = Z?, and then 
a E zG by (2.5), against assumption. On the other hand, if w E a&o,), we may 
take 2 E I%’ and 3i;d = x”’ E #’ also. Here d E [I@, Gj and w is type a, , so d 
must be singular, and again a E zG, against assumption. This contradiction 
finally shows we must have a E zG. 
Now we have x, y  E M, with x wD xa and y  mD ya. In view of (3.3) we must 
have x,ygQa ; so that / xy I = 4, and a = (~y)~ E .zG. As the same holds for 
any 6 E zG n Qz n Q, , we have {a} = zG n Qz n Q, . And (5.1) is proved. 
Unfortunately the case I xy 1s < 2 does not seem to yield to a direct approach. 
It is now convenient (though not strictly necessary) to adopt a graphical notation 
for the class zG. We may define edges by commuting pairs: for involutions x, y  
of zc we write x&‘y when x E Mu . Obviously the relation is symmetric. We 
define “connection” as the transitive extension of the relation J&‘. For closer 
analysis, we note that we may write J?’ as the disjoint union of three relations; 
for by Sections 2 and 3, we get three cases for x E zG n M; 
XEQ fES3 f E az( a,) 
IQnQd 2” + 1 2” 24 
classes 
(Q :QJ 
various ZG, c, zG, A” 
And so for these three cases we will write: 
XbZ x.7.z x0l.z (respectively) 
Note in case n = 4- the case ~0% does not arise. 
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In case n = 4’ and 0, = J& only, a fixed choice of complement D, in X 
will determine class names as in (2.6) and also a fix a complement in any Mz/Qs . 
Thus theclass condition abovewill allow us to make a suitable distinction between 
Y and r5!! (recalling that there will be two classes of type A4). We know already 
by (1.7) (b) that the relation 9 is symmetric-and in fact, we see that all three 
relations are, by symmetry of the defining information just mentioned. 
Finally we let JZZ be the connected component of Z; and N = N(J&‘~) be its 
normalizer. Now J& = &ZZ for any y E AZ. Note by (3.3) that A8 is also the 
component of z under “3-connection.” Obviously we will want to show J$ = ZG 
and N = G. This will be of considerable value, since we can show that the 
restricted graph on J& has diameter 2: 
(4.2) Let x, y E J%‘~ . Then if x&y we mayJind w with x&w&y. 
PYOO~. This will follow immediately from a “length-reducing” lemma: 
(4.2.1) Suppose x~Y.zJi!w~C!y. Then we may Jind v E ~82~ with xJlv&?y. 
Proof. We consider a series of cases. Since x, w E J&, we need only consider 
the possibilities j xy j = 1,2, 3,4 by (3.4). Notice that since conjugacy preserves 
4, we are free to conjugate (x, y, z, w) simultaneously to (x’, y’, z’, w’) as 
long as we eventually find v’ E JK$ n dV* . 
(a) Case j xw 1 = 1 or 2. Here x&w&y and there is nothing to prove. 
(b) Case 1 xw 1 = 4. In view of (4.1) we see for a = (xw)~ that x.$&‘&u, 
so we may as well assume x = a. Since now x$w+&‘y we cannot have 1 zy / = 3, 
and so in view of (a) we can assume 1 zy 1 = 4. Then as above we assume 
w = (~y)~ so that now x, w% and Z, y9w. Then each of x, y centralizes a 
subgroup of order 2” in QZ n Qw of 2”+r; so x, y together centralize a subgroup 
of order >2+r. Now from (2.7) we see we may find in Qz. n Qw an elementary 
subgroup A of rank $z + 1, all of whose involutions lie in zG. And x, y must 
centralize some element of A, since otherwise we would have (&I + 1) + 
(n - 1) < n + 1, yielding n < 2, a contradiction. So we can find in A our 
v E xc n M, n M,, as desired. 
(c) Now in view of (a), (b) we can assume ( xw ) = 3 = / yz 1. So we 
get either the case W&Z, forcing x, wGZ. and x, yaw; or WY-Z, forcing x, wfl,~ 
and Z, yYw. 
(i) Suppose first we have the case x, WY-Z and a, yflw. In view of 
(3.2)-(3.3), we may conjugate suitably in QZ = Q to get x = t E Sa , and w = t’ 
for t’ # t E S, . We may argue as follows when 12 > 6: Let v E a,(O,). Since 
1 xw j = 3, we cannot have X&I or W&J. Notice also that Ss = (x, w) centralizes 
the group g,, = 02(Cd,(~)) and so centralizes an extra-special group 21+2(+4) 
which is a complement to Q n QV in K, . Thus Co (x, w) > (0) rules out the ” 
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case xYvYw. We can only have x&Qlw; and then vGZwYy means 1 vy 1 # 3 
reducing us to the cases (a), (b) already dealt with. 
However, when 11 = 4- we have aa(O,) empty, and when n = 4f we get 
02(GqW = (v> only. S o we need special arguments in the cases II = 4. 
We work first with the case n = 4+; the above proof will go through if we 
can show XC&Y. Notice in view of (1.16) and (3.3) that xx is in the class C, of 
(2.6), and vz in the one of the classes A, . We may choose r E Qz n Qv n Q 
(by (3.3)-(2.5) r E 2”) and consider the situation in Qr . For notational con- 
venience, we replace (z, v, X, r) with (a, b, c, z). Then a, b E M, means (choosing 
t suitably) we can take CT, 6 E I@; b” 4 (?I because b 4 Qa . The condition ac E A4 
means by (2.6) we may assume c” = di for d E dl (in fl). In particular, d # 6, 
so we see bc E A, . Now in original names, this says xv E A, , so x&. Which 
is all we had to show. 
We turn to the case 71 = 44. Here we note that M, n Mw has the structure 
<z) x (w) x (24 . 04); and M, A (Mz n M,) = (z> x 0,) with similar 
structure (w) x 0: for Mg n (Mz n Mw) where 0; is suitable complement in 
M, . Since the group 24 * 0, is a split extension with trivial first cohomology, 
we may assume 0: is conjugate to 0, by an element of the subgroup 24. However 
since both singular and non-singular vectors of this module are centralized 
by a 3-element of 0,) we see 0, and 0, share a suitable Sylow 3-group. Then 
x, y, z, w E C(0) where 0 is a 3-element with Co(e) extra-special of width 2 
and type +. In fact, if we set C* = C(e)/(e), we see Co(e)* = F*(C,(B)*), 
and we can apply F*-extraspecial theory to C*. We get O(C*) = 1 by applying 
the usual generation lemma to the four group (x, z>*; and then Z*(C*) = 1 
in view of (1.1)((c) and y E M, . As in CM(0)*/Co(~)* s Sa x 2s acts irre- 
ducibly on C,(0)*, we must have (z9))* = F*(C*) simple. Using Gorenstein- 
Harada [7] and noticing zG n C,(O) = {z} as in T(3.5), we can only have 
F*(C*) s Ua(2) g G!,-(2) and then C(0) G (0) x J&-(2). Visibly 0 centralizes 
more than the center of Q, , Qr , Qw a so; 1 so 0 plays the same role for them. 
We conclude x, y, z, w are of type a2 in G,-(2), hence 3-transpositions; and 
x, y are centralized by a common conjugate as desired. This finally completes 
the proof for the case xY.z9-w. 
Remarks. The argument we just made can be applied for any n, using induc- 
tion on 71 to determine C(e) in width n - 2; but complications in width 4 and 
6 make it unduly tedious. 
(ii) Now we turn to the case xa.@w. (This will not arise for n = 4-). 
Here in view of the condition xc n xQ = xQ in (3.2), we may as well assume 
(by conjugating) that (x, w) lies in our complement 0, . Let 0 be the 3-element 
xw. Then we find a subgroup G4(2) x Pm-,(2) of 0, with x, w E G,+(2) (the 
group Szk-, is provided by Co (0) z GU(2,4) x G;-,(2)). Here Q,+(2) is 
trivial on C,(e), and Q:-,(2) tribal on [W, 01. Inside 52,+(2), we may find a 
unique v E a,(Q4+(2)) n C(z, w). A s b f e ore, the condition / xw 1 = 3 rules out 
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the case x9v or w%. Notice that each of x, w centralizes a subgroup of order 
2a in Qu n Q. On applying the theory of Section 2 to Co%(v) with t E L?s we find 
Qr n Q,, n V is a totally singular plane, so that QZ n QV n M already meets 
the class C’s of (2.6). This means xYv, and similarly WYV. As in part (i) above, 
this reduces us to cases (a), (b). 
The proof of (4.2.1)-hence of (4.2)-is complete. 
Now we show our graph is connected: 
(4.3) .A( = zG, and N = G. 
Proof. Suppose J$ < xc, so that N < G. It is clear that ilIZ < N for all 
x E J& (and so M < N). We easily obtain z $2*(N) by observing that z ho zx 
for any x E ,@ n Q. We get O(N) = 1 as in (1.4). In view of (1.5), which depends 
only on M, we get sN n Q # {z). W e a so 1 verified (1.8) for L@, which shows in 
the present case that at least Q(S, x L&) < 02(N). Thus we may apply induc- 
tion on ( G / to conclude 02(N) g P,+,(2) and N < O:+,(2). Now since 
sN = u,(N) is &!-connected, we get zN C sG n N. On the other hand, any 
y E ,sG n N normalizes zN, of odd size, and so centralizes some element x E zN; 
thus J%Y~ = J%“’ = AZ, and we see JZZ = sG n N. Furthermore any such 
y E zG n &II must be described by (2.5)-(3.3)-and as xc n MX has the fusion 
pattern of N, we conclude y E XN = zN, so zN = xc n N = d$. So the con- 
jugates of .sN form blocks of imprimitivity for the action of G; and for any 
y E ,sG we see since / .@’ / is odd and C(y) n zG ,< J& that y fixes exactly one 
of the blocks. Now a recent result of F. Smith [15] or D. Holt [9] deals with this 
situation. We conclude that G is a Bender group or an alternating group-but 
none of these groups has involution centralizer like M. So (4.3) holds. 
Remark. Note in case n = 2+ that J&+(2) = A, does have such an extension 
A 9’ 
(4.4) xc is a class of (3, 4}+-transpositions. 
Proof. For any x, y sxG, we may by (4.2)-(4.3) find v E sG n AZ n M,. 
If we conjugate so that v = Z, we get the {3,4}+-condition by (3.4). 
(4.5) G g G;+,(2). 
Proof. In view of (4.4), we may refer to Timmesfeld’s classification theorem 
[21]. G is not symplectic or F,(2), in view of our “large extra-special” centralizer 
assumption; not unitary by (1.5); not linear by (1.7); and not among 2E6(2), 
E,(2), E,(2) by comparison of (2.1) and T(8.4). By (1.11) G # 30,(2). So G 
is an orthogonal group, and our particular centralizer by (1.11) admits only the 
possibility G E Q’,+,(2). 
Now the proof of the main theorem is complete. 
&1/62/1-s 
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